SAP Fiori Architecture

The Challenges

Why Fiori








Enter to the new world of
Fiori with Powerdata

Increased
productivity –
faster and direct
access to
relevant
information

The client is a leading provider of
products, comprehensive solutions and
tailored consulting services in the casting
industry, for day to day business
processes were using ERP and different
legacy systems to capture business
transactions.
They had heterogeneous systems to
capture the issues raised from customer,
for supplier and from internal audit
system.

Helps users
decide what
needs to be
done next

Allows users to
take quick and
informed
actions

Increased user
satisfaction

This was effectively hampering tracking
of issues, the root cause analysis and
mitigation of the risk. Client introduces
the SAP QIM system as a single source
issue logging and tracking system in their
system landscape to perform these
activities. Client also lacked a real time
tracking mechanism to identify and solve
problems on the go.

The Benefits
The client had a significant increase of
productivity of their staff as well as
reducing significantly time and cost of
resolution of issues.

Our Solution

The data can now be termed as
dynamic and independent of IT team
where analysis, tracking and follow up
to the person responsible to be done on
real time basis.

We designed and implemented a
solution using SAP FIORI to reduce
turnaround times and reduce costs
slippage.

Access to the data, on mobile phone
made the client use the data on the go,
thus increasing accessibility and
mitigating the risks on real time basis.

We further enhanced the usability of the
solution by ensuring a state of the art
user interface is provided to the client to
increase user engagement.
The solution is also accessible anytime
anywhere on demand.
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